Transcript
Windstar Cruises Overview
[Fast paced instrumental music plays]
00:00:00 - 00:00:15
[Animation: The Windstar logo and tagline appear at the top of the screen and then fade
away]
[Video: A Windstar cruise ship is seen from a variety of angles including a closeup of
the sails]
[Text on Screen: See a World Few Will Ever See]
00:00:15 - 00:00:29
[Video: A shot out the front of the ship is shown and then a variety of angles of the ships
are highlighted]
00:00:30 - 00:00:37
[Video: A couple is taking a selfie with a scenic background. The shot changes to show
someone looking out the front of a smaller boat. A couple on the ship at sunset is then
shown]
[Text on Screen: Visit Extraordinary Destinations]
00:00:37 - 00:00:46
[Text on Screen: Beyond the Reach of Ordinary]
[Video: A sunset over the water is shown, followed by shots of the cruise ships]
00:00:46 - 00:01:07
[Text on Screen: Learn to Navigate the Seas with the Captain on our Open Bridge]
[Video: Two hands are shown mapping out a course on a map. We then see a guest
with the captain in the bridge. Two more captains are seen on the Open Bridge. A
variety of shots show cruise ships on the water.]
00:01:07 - 00:01:17
[Video: A variety of port destinations are shown. The chef is seen at local markets
choosing out a variety of ingredients]
[Text on Screen: Pick Out Fresh Ingredients with the Chef]

00:01:17 - 00:01:28
[Text on Screen: An Appetite for Inspiration]
[Video: The first shot shows the Amphora Restaurant sign. We then see a couple
entering the restaurant in elegant attire. They are then seen seated and being served
their dinner in a fine dining environment]
00:01:28 - 00:01:45
[Video: The screen goes black and four images of fine dining food appear in each
corner of the screen. The screen fades to black again and then shows the couple talking
with the chef at their table. We then see a couple clinking their champagne glasses and
then an outdoor restaurant that is on the ship.]
[Text on Screen: Official Cruise Line of the James Beard Foundation]
00:01:45 - 00:02:16
[Text on Screen: Experience the Unexpected]
[Video: The shot shows a guest suite with beautiful decor onboard. We then see a guest
kayaking on the open waters. We then see the guests kayaking through caves. A POV
shot changes to show the shore off in the distance from the deck of the ship. It
transitions to show an urban skyline with a busy port and then a more rural shoreline.
Various shots show different angles of the ship. A panoramic view of the ship is shown
on the water.]
[Animation: The Windstar logo and tagline appear over the water]
[Text on Screen: Produced By Heiser Media]

